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Rolling out the red carpet
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“Kalamazoo?” star Michael Boatman, left, talks with Jim Boatman, of Kalamazoo, as Megan Simkins, 10, of Schoolcraft, waits to get an autograph before the premiere of
the movie Thursday at Kalamazoo 10 Theatre.

Kalamazoo revels as
Hollywood-for-a-day

‘It had good acting, and I liked
the way they put it together.
Four stars (out of five).’

Please see OTSEGO, A2

Aaron Dumas, 27

‘Da Vinci
Code’author
wins lawsuit

By John Liberty
jliberty@kalamazoogazette.com
388-8579
trio of pre-teenage girls and 62-year-old
Bert Fish, of Parchment, stood huddled in
a small cluster with pens and notebooks in
hand waiting for the stars of the full-length comedy film “Kalamazoo?” to arrive.
Another group of onlookers positioned in front
of the Kalamazoo 10 Theatre on Thursday night
clutched their cameras and talked about what
“VIP” meant as the cast and crew of the only feature movie filmed exclusively in Kalamazoo approached. Then, a young girl pointed out the obvious with a surprised tone in her voice.
“It really is a red carpet,” she said.
Shortly after 6:30 p.m., Joanna Clare Scott,
Mayim Bialik, Josie Davis and Michael Boatman
— the stars of “Kalamazoo?” — pulled up in a
freshly shined 1967 red Ford Mustang for the invitation-only premiere.
Cameras flashed, TV reporters primped. No, it
was not at the level of a glitzy, red-carpet premiere
like you might see in Hollywood, but it surely was
unique in this city.

A

‘I just liked all the graduates.
It’s making me wonder how
I’m going to be in the
future at our reunion.’

By Jill Lawless
Associated Press

Ken Grinage, 17

‘I hope it will highlight
Kalamazoo for other filmmakers
to want to come here. We have
some wonderful locations here.’
Onawa Terburg, 25

Director David O’Malley shares a laugh with producer and actress Dana E. Kowalski, center, and
Please see KALAMAZOO, A2 Mayim Bialik, one of the stars of “Kalamazoo?”

See Friday magazine for movie review,
Kalamazoo locations where the film was shot and
a look at a band featured on the soundtrack.

■

Hot news for this summer: cooler than last year
By Jim Harger
Gazette News Service
Last winter’s big heating bills probably will not have an evil twin this
summer.
A forecaster at the National Weather
Service in Grand Rapids said West
Michigan is not likely to see as much

need for air conditioning as it did last
summer.
Better yet, a Consumers Energy official said electric rates will hold firm.
Meteorologist Bill Marino predicts
summer temperatures are “not going
to be anywhere near as warm as last
year,” when West Michigan recorded
its third-hottest summer.
Still, he said, summer months may

1940s and ’50s. Robinson died from complications of
Alzheimer’s disease and diabetes on April 12, 1989.

be warmer than normal, thanks to a
relatively warm “La Nina” winter.
If summer does turn out to be a hot
one, Consumers Energy spokesman
Tim Pietryga said, electricity customers are unlikely to get hit by an increase from Consumers, which supplies all but a few communities in West
Michigan.
“Basically, we will stay the same,”

Busy bridge: New crossing
sought to supplement the
Ambassador Bridge to
Canada.
Local

Pietryga said.
While natural-gas prices soared this
winter, Consumers is more insulated
from electric-rate shocks that result
from rising oil prices. Less than 5 percent of Consumers’ power comes from
oil or gas-fired plants, Pietryga said.
Most of it — 75 percent — comes from
coal-fired plants, and 20 percent comes
from nuclear power, he said.

Bridge
Casino expansion: MGM
Grand Detroit Casino plans Business
Classified
$765 million facility.
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Stamp honors boxer

NOW A new 39-cent stamp honoring boxer Sugar Ray Robinwho was once selected as the top boxer of the
YOU son,
20th century, was being released today in ceremonies
New York’s Madison Square Garden. The stamp is
KNOW atdesigned
to resemble a vintage fight poster of the

OTSEGO — City officials have scheduled a public hearing later this month
to consider creating a special tax district at Menasha Corp.’s shuttered paperboard mill.
The proposed tax district would
allow new investment in the property
to qualify for tax breaks. City officials
confirmed that a buyer is interested in
the mill, which closed last August, but
refused to name the buyer.
“The buyer has made it very clear it
needs to be confidential,” City Manager Thad Beard said. “We are not at
liberty to discuss who it is. To do so
would jeopardize the sale.”
Beard did say the potential buyer is
the “same as it has been for a long
time.”
One company that may be interested
in the mill is Chicago-based United
States Gypsum Corp. The company
produces wallboard primarily for the
construction industry and has 14 gypsum mines and quarries in the United
States, Canada and Mexico and operates seven paper mills with more than
13,700 employees.
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LONDON — A British judge ruled
today that best-selling thriller “The Da
Vinci Code” did not steal ideas from two
authors’ nonfiction book.
High Court judge
Peter Smith rejected a
copyright-infringement claim by Michael
Baigent and Richard
Leigh, authors of “The
Holy Blood and the
Holy Grail,” who
claimed that Dan
Brown’s blockbuster Dan Brown
“appropriated the architecture” of their
1982 book. In the
United States, the book
is titled “Holy Blood,
Holy Grail.”
Leigh and Baigent
may have to pay costs
that legal experts estimate will top $1.75 mil- Richard Leigh
lion.
“Today’s verdict shows that this
claim was utterly without merit, I’m
still astonished that these two authors
chose to file their suit at all,” Brown
said in a written statement, adding that
he was “eager to get back to writing.”

Please see ‘Da Vinci,’ A2
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